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Abstract. To date, data science and analytics have received much attention from organizations seeking to explore how to use their massive
volumes of data to create value and accelerate the adoption of Circular
Economy (CE) concepts. The correct utilization of analytics with circular
strategies may enable a step change that goes beyond incremental efficiency gains towards a more sustainable and circular economy. However,
the adoption of such smart circular strategies by the industry is lagging,
and few studies have detailed how to operationalize this potential at
scale. Motivated by this, this study seeks to address how organizations
can better structure their data understanding and preparation to align
with overall business and CE goals. Therefore, based on the literature
and a case study the relationship between data science and the CE is
explored, and a generic process model is proposed. The proposed process model extends the Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining
(CRISP-DM) with an additional phase of data validation and integrates
the concept of analytic profiles. We demonstrate its application for the
case study of a manufacturing company seeking to implement the smart
circular strategy - predictive maintenance.
Keywords: Data Science · Circular Economy · Predictive Maintenance
· Business Analytics · CRISP-DM
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Introduction

In recent years, the concept of Circular Economy (CE) has received significant
attention from businesses, policymakers, and researchers as a way to promote
sustainable development [25]. With the aim of decoupling value-creation from the
consumption of finite resources, CE leverages a range of restorative, efficiency,
and productivity oriented strategies to keep products, components, and materials
in use for longer [16, 17]. Nevertheless, the adoption of CE by the industry so
far is modest [26,54,61]. This also holds for manufacturing companies. Although
they play a vital role in the creation of value, little improvements are seen in
their decoupling from linear consumption of resources.
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In parallel, the emergence of new technologies as the Internet of Things,
Big Data, and Artificial Intelligence - collectively known as Digital Technologies
(DTs) - have encouraged a paradigm shift for industrial production, the ‘Fourth
Industrial Revolution’. These DTs are seen as one of the key enablers for a
wider adoption and accelerated transition to CE [19, 20]. Moreover, they form
the operational building blocks of a more efficient and effective CE, the Smart
CE.
The significance of DTs to transition to a CE however is argued to be more
than a technical challenge [64]. First, it requires a clear data and business analytics strategy, the right people to effect a data-driven cultural change, and it
demands the organization to appropriately structure their departments to align
the analytics capability with their overall business strategy. Kiron and Shockley [36], concur and note that organizations have to develop data-oriented management systems both to make sense of the increasing volumes of data and, more
importantly, for transforming the insights into business value and a competitive
advantage. Supporting this transformation, by the use of analytics methods, is
the data science process4 [57]. However, there seems to be a gap between the
output of these insights and the generation of business value [14,44,66]. As highlighted by extensive research, this is often due to the ineffective integration of
data science methods within the organization [2, 14, 21, 38, 66].
Extant data science methodologies have not yet been scoped or demonstrated
for the context of CE. For instance, the study [20] only presents the need for a
process covering data collection, data engineering, algorithm development, and
algorithm refinement within the CE without detailing how to operationalize it.
Contributions are more commonly seen on topics such as service design [45],
or the technical details of analyzing data, e.g., [11]. In this work, we recognize
the importance of aligning an organizations analytics development with overall
business and CE initiatives. The process discussed in this paper differs from previous contributions in three ways: First, it extends the Cross-Industry Standard
Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) with an additional phase of data validation. Second, it consolidates an organization’s analytics knowledge base by
integrating the concept of analytic profiles. Third, the process is demonstrated
for the context of CE by the case study of predictive maintenance (PdM) for an
original equipment manufacturer (OEM). We use PdM as an example here as it
is a prominent smart circular strategy (facilitating for extending the use-cycle,
increasing the utilization and looping/cascading assets), allowing for generalization to other strategies.
The remainder of the work is detailed in following sections. Section 2 gives
background on the data science and the concept of CE, thereafter Section 3
presents the research approach followed for this work. Section 4 presents the
proposed CRISP-DM process model modifications, whilst Section 4.1 details the
case study of PdM for CE. Finally, the paper is concluded and further work
presented in Section 5.
4

In this paper, we use the expressions process, method, and methodology interchangeable as a set of activities that interact to produce a result.
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Background
Data Science

Data science is a multidisciplinary field encompassing tools, methods, and systems from statistics and data analytics (hereby referred to as analytics) applied
to large volumes of data with the purpose of deriving insights for decision-making
support [21, 38, 48, 57, 66]. As such, data science may include the collection and
use of data to: (i) better understand the business operation and provide current state evaluation of performance, (ii) transform the organization from being
reactive to proactive in business decision-making through use of predictive analytics, (iii) improve customer service through use of data to build a more coherent knowledge base and understanding of customer needs, and (iv ) increase
the efficiency, enhance the effectiveness and facilitate the implementation of CE
concepts at scale (e.g., by optimizing circular infrastructures, business models,
and products-service systems) [13, 20, 44, 47, 48].

Fig. 1. Phases of the CRISP-DM process model [10]

Research shows that companies embracing data science have experienced
noticeable gains in business development (i.e., productivity and profitability)
[44,66]. However, the impact of data science is not limited to commercial endeavours alone. For instance, studies show improved sustainability for building energy management [46], predictive capabilities in supply chain management [66],
health care services in the medical industry [50] and environmental impact of
the manufacturing and process industry [29, 34]. However, the effects for the CE
is still largely unexplored.
To support the effective integration of data science within organizations,
various methodologies have been proposed in the literature (e.g., KDD and
SEMMA [22, 59]). The most commonly used is the CRISP-DM process model
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created by IBM, reporting a use level of 43% followed by 28% of companies using
their own methodology [53]. CRISP-DM is described in terms of a hierarchical
and cyclic process model composed of six phases (see Figure 1), each consisting
of several generic tasks (e.g., clean data), specialized tasks (e.g., cleaning of numerical and categorical values) and process instances (i.e., how these tasks are
operationalized through different actions, decisions and results). The methodology is designed to be generic, complete and stable, meaning that it should
cover the whole analytics development process for all possible applications, and
should be valid for yet unforeseen developments (e.g., new analytics modeling
techniques) [10]. Despite the high reported level of use, the methodology appears
to not be in active development. We recognize that IBM have later proposed an
extension to CRISP-DM called the Analytics Solutions Unified Method (ASUMDM) [30]. However, ASUM-DM differs only in the operational/deployment aspects of the process and describes the same phases for development. Therefore,
given CRISP-DM’s continued widespread adoption from practitioners and inherent generic, complete and stable design, we have chosen it as our reference
model. As a stand-alone data science process, CRISP-DM has been successful
within its bounds [67]. However, suggestions for the following shortcomings have
been made [6, 55] (the issues are addressed in Section 4):
(i) the lack of a good management view to track and communicate knowledge/insights,
(ii) the lack of assessment of analytics implementation feasibility (e.g. by leveraging a
maturity assessment or gap analysis),
(iii) despite its widespread adoption, the process is not always understood by the wider
business community, hence it is difficult to manage actual business value of the
analyses,
(iv) the iterations do not loop back to the business level (prior to analytics modeling)
for domain specific knowledge after the first two phases,
(v) and lack of control of added value.

2.2

Circular Economy

CE emerged as an umbrella concept in the 2010’s as an approach to achieve
sustainability [7], and encompass a range of strategies for narrowing, slowing
and closing material and energy flows [8,18] as a means for addressing structural
waste. Although the CE concept continues to grow and gain attention, it remains
in an early stage of development. Therefore, a detailed definition of CE is still
missing in the literature [24, 31, 35, 41]. However, one of the most prominent
definitions has been provided by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation [15,17], where
CE is defined as a system “that provides multiple value creation mechanisms,
which are decoupled from the consumption of finite resources.”
CE strategies span from operational processes (i.e., restore, reduce, recirculate, and avoid) to more strategic, and business models related, strategies (i.e.,
reinvent, rethink, and reconfigure). DTs is highlighted by literature as an important enabler of CE strategies [4, 9, 19, 49, 51]. However, the adoption by industry
is meager, and the research is still in a pre-paradigmatic stage [51]. Using DTs
for the CE, Smart CE, promotes a sustainable ecosystem where assets (products, components, materials, and so on) are given virtual, or digital counterparts
that allows for the sensing, communication, interaction, and exchange of data.
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By embedding software and analytics intelligence within or connected to these
assets allows for easier manipulation and automation of the assets and of the
environment, or system, in which they operate - enabling an increase of the
systemic resource efficiency and productivity of the CE. This can for instance
be seen with the data-driven maintenance strategy, or smart circular strategy,
PdM [1, 43, 62]. PdM is a pertinent strategy for OEMs seeking to transition to
the CE. OEMs offer one of the highest potential for environmental and economic
impact of any sector [19]. In the European Union, material savings alone have
been estimated to USD 650 billion for a full CE transition [15]. A gross part of
this potential can be linked back to PdM by its three CE value drivers [19]:
Extending the life cycle: correct condition-assessment for need of and scheduling
of appropriate life cycle extending operations,
Increasing utilization: reduce unplanned downtime and increased equipment
effectiveness,
Looping the asset: improve insight and transparency into asset’s condition and
usage history.

Achieving a Smart CE requires companies to reconfigure and blend their existing value creation mechanisms with new innovative digital strategies. Blending
digital strategies with value offerings require companies to become data-driven
(i.e., decision-makers base their actions on data and insights generated from analytics, rather than instinct). Supporting this, Janssen et al. [33] argue that the
quality of these evidence-based decisions depends largely on the quality of the
inputs and the process that transforms these inputs into outputs - essentially
the data science process.

3

Research Approach

The proposed process was developed based on an analysis of the data understanding and data preparation phases of the current CRISP-DM 1.0 step-by-step data
mining guide [10] together with insights from company engagement under the
CIRCit research project [12]. Given the exploratory nature of the research and
the pre-paradigmatic stage of the field [51], case study research was chosen as the
methodology for empirical investigation [69]. The case study research methodology is particularly suitable for the initial stage of investigation [31] as it help
provide insights with relatively good understanding of the complexity and nature
of the phenomenon [65]. Moreover, even a single case study can provide scientific
development through a deep understanding of the problem and the capturing of
experiences [23].
A research protocol was used in order to ensure reliability and validity of the
findings, including case study design, data collection, data analysis, and formalization of results [69]. The company was selected based on a judgmental sampling
technique [28]. First, the company should be from the manufacturing industry
and have interest in, or experience with, the CE. Second, the company need to
have sensory/operation data available for analytics and Smart CE investigation
for this paper. To this regard, a Nordic OEM company manufacturing and servicing industrial cranes, who is particular interested in PdM, was contacted and
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accepted to participate in the project and case study. However, the company
identity has been concealed here to protect their business interests.
Following the research protocol, data collection was performed through several semi-structured interviews to first gather general information about the
context of the company before the operation data were exchanged and insights
specific to analytics and PdM were collected. Following the collection of organizational and operation data, analytics investigation was performed to evaluate
the potential PdM and set implementation requirements. Then, the last face of
the protocol was conducted, looking for possible procedural improvements of the
CRISP-DM model to meet the requirements from analytics.

4

An Enhanced CRISP-DM Process Model

Asset and process management research argue that data should be specifically
structured for the intended use within the work flow [27, 57]. Analytics research
concur and note that insight is more obtainable when the data has been preprocessed for a specific domain of analysis [32, 37, 42, 52, 68]. To this effect, and to
address the previous highlighted shortcomings, we propose an extended CRISPDM process model. The proposed process model adds an additional phase called
data validation (addressing issues (iv) and (v)), and argues for the integration of
analytic profiles (addressing issues (i) and (iii)) as a core element of the process.
Figure 2 illustrates the enhanced CRISP-DM process model developed.

Fig. 2. An enhanced CRISP-DM process model

In CRISP-DM, there is no validation between the data preparation phase
and the modeling phase against the specific business domain [6, 48]. Specifically,
once the data is prepared for modeling, only the criterion needed to ensure
optimal analytics model performance are considered [48, 67]. Thus, a complete
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understanding of whether the data which is prepared is a valid representation
of the original problem is not guaranteed. General data preparation methods
alter the original data, and there is often loss in information specific to the
domain that should be monitored [5,48]. As such, this may result in sub-optimal
solutions that miss the mark on the intended capturing of business value [55,63].
Therefore, we argue that data validation should be done by the re-involvement of
the business entity, or domain experts, to validate that a proper understanding of
the data and business problem have been reached, and include data preparation
methods tailored for the given analytic profile. The data validation phase may
result in a re-iteration of the data understanding and/or the data preparation
phase(s) (indicated by a single arrow back in the diagram).
Analytic profiles are defined as structures that standardize the collection, application and re-use of analytics insights and models for key business entities [60].
As such, an analytic profile is an abstract collection of knowledge, mainly used
in the business and data understanding phases, that lists the best practices for
a particular analytics use case, or problem. Analytic profiles may have different
levels of granularity depending in the use case and the organization’s level of
experience. However, information on the following elements should be included:
Use case description defining the business goal (e.g., predict the remaining
useful life of a crane),
Domain specific insights important for the use case (e.g., knowledge about
typical crane failures and causes),
Data sources relevant for the use case (e.g., time-series data of crane operation
and service data with failure modes),
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) or metrics for assessing the analytics
implementation performance (e.g., crane failure rate, downtime and maintenance
costs),
Analytics models and tools with proven conformity for the given problem (e.g.,
long short-term memory networks and deep belief networks),
Short descriptions of previous implementations with lessons learned (e.g.,
deep belief networks for backlash error prediction in machining centers [40]).

As per the CRISP-DM process level breakdown [10], analytic profiles can be
regarded as a generic task particularly relevant between the business and data
understanding phases (indicated by an analytic profile icon in the diagram).
Through such a consolidation of the analytics knowledge base, organizations can
more easily learn and reuse their own experience and the experience of others to
catalyze the analytics development process. Furthermore, Kiron and Shockley
[36] state that organizations should appropriately structure their resources to
align their analytics capability with their overall business strategies. Therefore,
we argue that analytic profiles should be build for all business strategies, or use
cases, relying on insights from analytics.
4.1

Case Study: Predictive Maintenance for an Original Equipment
Manufacturer

In this section we give detail to the strategy of PdM for the context of CE
together with insights from the case study to validate the adaptations made
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to CRISP-DM. However, we only detail the structuring of data from the data
understanding phase to the data validation phase. As such, we do not cover the
whole analytics development process or the full contents of the analytic profile
of PdM.
According to EN 13306:2010, predictive maintenance is defined as conditionbased maintenance carried out following a forecast from analytics or known characteristics of the features of the degradation of an asset. It contrasts traditional,
or non-predictive, maintenance actions that are only based on information of
the current condition. Therefore, as PdM integrates multiple DTs (e.g. Internet
of Things and Artificial Intelligence) it enables real-time access to detailed information about the assets’ location, condition, and availability. This allows for
augmenting human decision-making by predicting product health, wear, usage,
and energy consumption [56]. This ”sense and respond” capability is crucial for
the CE as it allow for greater transparency of assets’ actual condition throughout their life cycle, and enable triggering of appropriate life cycle extending
operations for the OEM or service provider [58].
The main goal of the analytics exploration was to evaluate the current status of analytics development towards the implementation of PdM within the
company. For the case of a PdM analytic profile, the occurrence of faults or
degradation and their influence during assets’ life cycle are considered domain
specific knowledge [3, 5]. Therefore, the data must contain life cycle observations in which information or knowledge pertaining to the occurrence of faults,
degradation, or process change can be inferred [39, 52, 62]. In general, this can
be decomposed to sensor measurements S, location L, and maintenance logs M
which describe the condition at various time steps. Figure 3 illustrates such a
structuring of an asset’s data in which its attributes are collected from multiple data sources, such as time, sensory/monitoring data, location, maintenance
logs, and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system data. The observation at
an arbitrary time ti describes the condition of the asset per set of attributes
ti (Si , Li , Mi ). This structuring ensures the data is useful for the intended analysis, and when combined with involvement from the business entity by domain
experts makes up the data validation phase. However, the analytics exploration

Fig. 3. Example structuring of data for a PdM analytic profile
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performed by the researchers showed that the current collected features were not
sensitive enough to the failure categories required by PdM. This means that the
provided data lacked in quality and did not contain the necessary level of detail
of failure modes needed in order to predict impending failures. Consequently,
the business goal and targeted analyses had to be changed to less advanced
analyses. In this case, the goal was transferred to abnormality identification and
the development of a method to evaluate the severity degree of the cranes. High
severity degree means that the behaviour of the sample crane is different from
the majority, thus is more likely to have impending failures. Also, it is not uncommon that important information, or observations, within the data might get
‘lost’, or disregarded, in the data preparation phase (due to misunderstanding
of the business goal). Therefore, we argue that it is crucial for the success of
data science initiatives to include a phase of data validation prior to modeling.
In summary, the data validation phase ensures that modeling happens on the
right data for the right reasons.
Following the data preparation and data validation phases, the standard
CRISP-DM phases of modeling, evaluation, and deployment should be followed.
In these phases, analytics methods are applied to, e.g., provide predictions or
current state inferences of the manufacturing operation. This may include the
accurate identification and prediction of impending failures, degradations, or
abnormal behaviour, which can then be used for decision-making support or
directive actions for operations management. Finally, when the process of PdM
has been structured in such a way that it allows for standardized collection,
application and re-use of its analytics insights.
Interviews with the case company revealed that such a structuring of the data
and standardized use of analytic profiles had not been systematically integrated
within the organization. In the intervention after the analytics exploration the
researchers presented the results of their analyses with suggestions for how to
appropriately structure their data science process model (e.g., how to link the
abnormality identification with typical uses cases and KPIs). Feedback from the
company showed the new data science process, especially with the active use
of KPIs, could provide a better management view for easier communication of
knowledge, tracking of business value and CE impact.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

This paper proposed an enhanced CRISP-DM process model and a case study
discussing how to structure the data of the analytic profile of PdM for the context
of CE. We addressed the issues (iv) and (v) (lack of iterations looping back to the
business level and no control of added value) by introducing an additional phase
of data validation. As such, we highlighted the importance of the re-involvement
of the business entity, or domain experts, to include domain specific knowledge
for structuring and validating the data prior to modeling. Furthermore, we partly
addressed the issues (i) and (iii) (lack of good management view and difficulty in
managing actual business value of analyses) by introducing analytic profiles as
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an integrative part of the process model. Motivated by the benefits of the Smart
CE, we discussed how data science is fundamental for using DTs to increase
the efficiency, enhance the effectiveness and facilitate the implementation of CE
strategies. For future work, we aim to extend on the business analytics and
CE connection to the data science process. Essentially, detailing the business
understanding and data understanding phases with CE related business model
scoping and analytics leverage assessment. Lastly, greater detail and empirical
evaluation of the suggested CRISP-DM modification should be added.
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